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NEWS AND UPDATES
Another month, another step in the journey! Here are the highlights from this past month:
On Sunday, April 13th, Lisa M. Green was interviewed by Kimberly Grenfell at Imagination Ether Press. Lisa speaks about both
her current and upcoming books, as well as what inspires her to write.
As a side note, Lisa is currently offering inexpensive editing services for new authors, indie authors, small publishing hous es, or
anyone in need of copy editing at an extremely discounted rate compared to industry standards. You can view her qualifications
and rates here.
New Reviews for The First:
... a sumptuous blend of some familiar books—it has the feel of The Giver, plus a bit of Wool, all tied up with a very slight smidgen
of the Hunger Games—yet in the end ... an entity all its own.
—Imagination Ether Press
... at first it feels much like 'The Village', but as the story progresses, we find that we are not in for the standard M Nig ht
Shyamalan twist, but something much more unique and interesting. A quick and enjoyable read.
— Amazon Customer
... well written, the story keeps the reader involved and you want to know more. Someone who loves mysteries would like this book
as well as paranormal and someone who likes something different from the hum drum of other books.
— Amazon Customer
... a 'page turner' as I call it....one of those books that I just can't stop reading....up til all hours of the night reading, and still not
want to stop until I get to the end, or until my eyes close from lack of sleep, whichever comes first.
— Amazon Customer
Well written with unexpected twists and turns that all come together in the end. A great first book for a great new author!
— Amazon Customer
You can read the full reviews, along with many others, by visiting Goodreads and Amazon, as well as my website.

UPCOMING EVENTS
BOOK SIGNING @ DOUGLAS COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
May 14 @ 5:00 pm - 6:30 pm
Douglas County Public Library, 6810 Selman Drive, Douglasville, GA 30135
Come and join us for the Book Signing Extravaganza! Support local authors, and purchase some great reading
material to take home and enjoy. Local Author Lisa M. Green will be signing purchased copies of her newly
released novel, The First. Already have a copy? Bring it with you, and get it signed. Discuss your favorite
scenes from the book, and have your questions answered by the author herself!
Visit my events page for more information.
See you there!

RECENT BLOG HIGHLIGHTS
Review of Sin by Shaun Allan
Buy the book on Amazon Order it from your local bookstore Visit
the Author on Goodreads Author's Blog - "Flip and Catch" M Y
REVIEW OF SIN: That voice! Have you ever had a character jump
out at you from the page? That's exactly what Sin does. After
downloading the sample (my own personal rule--sample before
buying), I immediately purchased this book. …

Are the Stars Killing Our Ratings?
WORD OF THE WEEK—Idiomatic: (adjective) \ˌi-dē-ə-ˈma-tik\:
peculiar to a particular group, individual, or style (synonyms =
subjective, individualized).

Check out the following article by

Mikael Carlson (reposted from Infinite Pathways): Are the Stars
Killing Our Ratings? «. What are your thoughts on the book
review/rating systems currently in place on Amazon and
Goodreads? Do you think that they are sufficient …

Editing: A Love/Hate Relationship
D

— u erf uous su er f u ous

ad ecti e su -ˈ ər-flü-əs\: beyond what is needed; not
necessary (synonym = excess). I was tempted to give
you TWO words this week since I didn't do one last
week. Because I'm evil like that. Mwah-ha-ha! But I
decided not to overwhelm your senses in order to focus
on my newest endeavor: copy editing. While I've been copy editing most of my life, both …

AUTHOR'S CORNER
As I begin a new stage of my journey, the time involved in writing my new novel
and promoting the current one simultaneously is beginning to overwhelm me at
times. Perhaps that wouldn't be the case if I didn't have a day job, but the reality
is that I do. So I must persevere through the obstacles.
But it does take its toll. I'm also planning my wedding that will take place in
June, so I don't feel bad in complaining a little about the stress I'm under. Yet I
know that no one wants to hear me vent. You want to hear about the great things
that are going on in my life right now.
So here you go.
I have published a novel, and have the pleasure of seeing it get more and more
exposure every day. I get to talk about the book with people that have never
heard of it and see the smile on their face when they finish reading it.
I am currently beginning to write a new story, a story that has already evolved into a series even before I started the
writing process. I'm going to publish a SERIES one day! And the story is GOOD! Really, really good. I just have to get
the details worked out between all the good bits.
I am getting married to a wonderful man who inspires and supports me every single day, even when he's driving me crazy.
The wedding is small but elegant, and I'm very excited for our honeymoon...in Italy!
And that's how you turn all your sorrows into smiles! I just wish I could get my brain to stay that way all the time. This
journey is incredibly difficult, but like I've said before, I wouldn't have it any other way.
As always, thank you for your continued support and encouragement.

Happy Reading!
Lisa M. Green, author of The First, a novel of mythic and paranormal fantasy
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